Summary
Pymagicc is a Python interface for the Fortran-based reduced-complexity climate carbon cycle model MAGICC (Meinshausen, Raper, and Wigley 2011 Pymagicc also facilitates comparisons with other recently published simple climate models available from or written in Python, such as OSCAR 6 (Gasser et al. (2017) ), Pyhector 7 (Willner, Hartin, and Gieseke (2017) , Hartin et al. (2015) ), and FAIR 8 (Millar et al. (2017) .) It can be installed using pip from the Python Package Index.
9 To enable Pymagicc to run under Linux and macOS the Wine 10 compatibility layer is used, usually being available from package managers. Kluyver et al. 2016 ). Thanks to the Binder project 12 , the example Notebook can also be run interactively and explored without the need to install Pymagicc locally.
